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P ogram lets parents prepay college
by Eric C. Holman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Florida Prepaid College
Program charges parents
today's tuition prices for their
children's college enrollment
up to 18 years in the future.
Tuition increases at
Florida's state universities
have averaged 7 percent a year

since 1980. This year, the
Board of Regents has asked
for twice that amount -14.7
percent.
"It is the middle class that
is most affected by [these]
tuition increases," said UCF
Student Body President Denver Stutler. "Financial aid is
available to Jower income
students [which] takes care of
them."

the program.
The money can be paid in
one lump ·Sum or in monthly
payments. Over a five-year
period the payments are $82.
Spread out over a maximum of
18 years until the student enters college they can be as little
as $8 a month.
"It's a great way of planning
and assuring your kid's education, a commitment to sav-

The program gives parents
a way to beat rising tuition and
dormitory costs and save
money for their children's college education. Parents, relatives and other individuals can
prepay four years of tuition for
about $3,800. Dorm costs can
also be prepaid.
All of Florida's nine state
universities and 28 community colleges will participate in

ings," said Stutler.
The program is not an individual savings account. It is a
trust fund made up of all the
members' money, similar to a
pension fund. It is a self-supporting program.
"There is no cost to the
schools or the taxpayers," said
Stutler. Taxes are deferred
SEE TUITION PAGE 8

Solar plant starts up
•

Facility near UCF conducts research, supplies power

•

by Chris Hobby

Greek word for light, and "vo1taics,"
from the word volt- a unit of electricity) are solar cells which produce electricity when exposed to sunlight.
The cells, usually made of wafer-thin
slices of silicon, each produce about one
watt of direct current electricity. In a
solar energy system, the cells are wired
together to form modules and several
modules are connected to create an
array.
The array located on Econlockhatchee Trail generates about 15 kilowatts of electricity, or the equivalent of
the powe~ consumed by six average
homes during peak usage periods, according to the information supplied by
the Florida Solar Energy Center.

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Rob Artcovlctl/CENTIW. FlORDA FUT~

Kein McKeever, a Florida Power employee, is inspecting solar panels at the Solar
Array Project on University Blvd.

One of the largest solar power
plants in the United States is located
just down the road from UCF on the
corner of University Boulevard and
Econlockhatchee Trail. This solar system, installed in August, is a research
project funded by Florida Power and
developed in conjunction with the Florida Solar Energy Center and Sandia
National Labs.
"'Solar Progress" is a thin-film photovoltaic substation which means it i:
connected to Florida Power's transmission line grid and that it generates
energy from the sun.
Photovoltaics ("photo," from the

SEE SOLAR PAGE 7

FSA offers tuition plan

·-

state appropriation level as a base.
Out of the state university system appropriation, 72 percent is for instruction and research.
Students pay 20.8 percent of this money
The Florida Student Association board of through their tuition.
Under the FSA proposal, any tuition indirectors, meeting in Tampa on Sept. 24, decided on a counterproposal to the Board of creases after 1988-89 would be returned diRegents' recently proposed 14. 7 percent tuition rectly to the universities for use in student
increase.
·
financial aid and student support systems.
The student support system funds will pay
The plan, formulated by Student Body
Presidents Denver Stutler of UCF, Scooter for counselors, provide for aides in testing
programs and assist in other student-oriented
programs.
Stutler feels that the 14. 7 percent tuition
'This works out to an actual
increase is slightly misleading. "The increase is
overall increase of about 9
only on the matriculation portion of the tuition,"
he said.
percent.
"This works out to an actual overall increase
- Denver Stutler
of
about
9 percent." In real terms, that means an
Student Body President
increase of about $3. 75 a credit hour.
· There will be another FSA board meeting
Willis of the University of Florida and Tim Oct. 22 at UCF to finish ironing out the counterBenjamin of Florida International University, proposal.
would immediately return any tuition inThere is now a tuition prepaid program becreases to the students.
ginning that will allow parents and relatives to
The FSA board doesn't want to be tied to a prepay a student's tuition, room and board for
numerical increase.
up to 18 years. The student must attend a
It proposes to use the 1988-89 school year Florida university.
by Bob Smith
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Oct. 12

Black N' Gold Celebrates the Silver

Oct. 14

Homecoming Parade
12 noon, Gemini Blvd .
Alumni Reunion Reception

8:00 p.m., SCA

5:00 p.m., SCA

Pep Rally
7:00 p.m., Education Building

Concert, Comedian Jerry Seinfeld
8: p.m., SCA

Post Concert Party
10:00 p.m., SCA

Oct. 15

Homecoming Tailgate Party

Oct. 16

South Connecticut St. Football Game
2:00 p.m., Citrus Bowl
Boardwalk and Baseball Special Day

11 :30 a.m.-1 :45 p.m., Citrus Bowl

1-4 and U.S. Highway 27

•••••111

SPORTS

OPINION

• A look at what went
wrong for the Knights on
Saturday. Also, coverage
of UCF soccer's sticky
matchups with the Tar
Heels.

• Forsake the Gators and
Seminoles, give your
hearts to the Black and
Gold instead. Also, letters
on Reaganomics and
Homecoming.

NEWS CLIPS
OPINION
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The Budweiser
\.e\sure Jline lctMti11 Page.
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King of Beers Checkers! This game is played the same as

ordinary checkers except that one player uses Bud bottle caps, the other uses caps
from an ordinary beer. The Bud player has a decided advantage, as his pieces are
automatically kings. The loser has to buy more Bud.

•

Puzzles and Beer! We've cut up this familiar beverage

label into seven pieces. See if you can fit the pieces back together so
that they can reveal the name of this popular product.

•

•

Hydraulic Flow Ouiz! (1) There are 12 ounces of

beer in a Bud Longneck. If the beer is chilled to 50 degrees Fahrenheit,
with an ambient temperature of 88 degrees Fahrenhei~ and you hold
the bottle at a 45-degree angle, at sea leve~ with an atmospheric
pressure of 15 p.s.L how long will it take to empty the bottle?
(Answer below.)

•

State Caoital Ouiz! (2) Can you name a state where
Budweiser isn rthe best-tasting beer? (Answer below.)

•

•

Baseball 'Di.via! (3) If you can answer even one of the following,

you qualify as a Sports genius! A. What was Babe Ruth's hat size? B. Dizzy Dean
once struck out 17 Cubs in one game. Name those Cubs. C. In 1919 Eddie
Ciccotti pitched for a notorious World Series contender. Who were they and why
were they notorious? D. How many stitches in an American League baseball?
How many in a National League baseball? E. Whafs the best beer to have
while watching a game? (Answers below.)
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•
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•
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· Unsafe sex still hot
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•
•
,

•

•

More evidence emerged last week
that indicates the AIDS (acquired immune deficiency syndrome) scare has
not markedly changed students' sexual
habits.
More than 700,000 men aged 18 to
29 have had at least 10 sexual partners
during the last year, a Centers for
Disease Control (CDC) study found,
putting them at "considerable risk" of
getting AIDS or other sexually transmitted diseases.
AIDS, a virus which fatally destroys
the body's immune system, is spread by
contaminated blood products, sharing
hypodermic needles with infected
people or by having sex with someone
who is carrying the virus.
There have been about 70,000 reported AIDS cases in the United
States.
The disease's spread, of course, provoked a wave of efforts - ranging from
government pamphlets sent to every
American home to the installation of
condom vending machines in campus
bathrooms - to persuade citizens to
adopt "safe sex" practices.
The results of the efforts seem
mixed. Some reports indicate students
- a relatively promiscuous sector of the

population - have changed their sexual
habits, while others have indicated
they haven't.
A University of Wisconsin study
conducted last year indicated that half
of the students at the Madison campus
had changed their sexual behavior. A
March poll conducted by the Michigan
State University campus paper, The
State News, revealed the AIDS threat
had moved almost three quarters of the
students there to make some changes
in their sexual behavior.
But University of Texas researcher
Dr. Scott Spear reported that students
are still contracting other sexually
transmitted diseases, indicating that
students aren't heeding efforts to practice safe sex. And a 198 7 survey of
college students by Blatnick Associates, a New York polling firm, revealed
that only 6 percent of men think about
AIDS before choosing sexual partners.
The new CDC study, in fact, showed
that "most Americans appear to be at
relatively low risk of infection," Dr.
William Darrow said in releasing the
findings Sept. 24.
"However," Darrow added, " a
sizable percentage of young, nevermarried men report more than 10 sexual partners in the past 12 months."
About 5 percent of all the young men
questioned in the CDC survey claimed
they'd had more than 10 partners.

• STRESSBUSTERS

•NEW CLUB

The UCF Health Resource
Center holds a Stressbusters
meeting every Wednesday at
11 a.m. The group discusses
stress management, test taking techniques, relaxation
tools, biofeedback, nutrition
and other stress related aspects.
For more information, call
281-5841.

The Department of Public
Service Administration has
received permission to form a
local chapter of Pi Alpha
Alpha, the national honor soci·
ety of public administration.
The. induction ceremony for
the UCF chapter will be held
later this fall.

•ENGINEERING AWARD

The American Consulting
Engineers Council is awarding
a $5,000 scholarship to a qualiengineering student
fied
working towards a bachelor's
degree. For more information,
call Will Shaffner at 275-2827.
• 80-YEARS-OLD

• SOX WORKSHOP
The UCF chapter of the
Society of Professional J our-

nalists is hosting an Intership
workshopon Wed., Oct.12.
The workshop will include
hints on how to prepare a resume, internship requirements, and what interviewers
look for.
The workshopis geared
toward communication students, but anyone is welcome.
ltwillbeheldat5:00p.m. in
the Education Building, Rm.
119. For more information,
contact Don Wittekind at 6799295.

Would you evacuate your home if there was a hurricane
threatening to hit?
"Yes, I would. I have experienced hurricanes before."

-Phil Austin, 51, liberal studies
"Yes. Who needs the hassle?"

-John Gendall, 22, communication
"Yes, if it was threatening enough and a bad hurricane."

-Carol Golson, 29, education
"Yes because I don't feel my house would hold up to a hurricane."

-Dennis Dougherty, 29, history
"No, I would not. I don't think that I need to."

-Charlie Brown, 28, history
"No, I haven't experienced a hurricane. Well, I might if it was bad
enough."

-Raquel Cramer, 19, accounting

contact the Financial Aid Office or write directly to Hughes
Doctoral Fellowships, The
Fellowship Office, National
Research
Office,
2101
Constitution Ave. NW, Wa hington, D.C. 20418.

cated to the explorartion of
space.
Students for the Explorati on and Development of Space
meets in Room 215 in the Biology Building. For more information, call ext. 2421.

•TUTORS

•CREWTEAM

The Student Academic Resource Center offers all students free tutorial assistance
with mathematics, english,
economics, study skills,
CLAST and more. There are
also computerized programs to
sharpen skills for the GRE,
GMATorACT.
It is located in PCl-102 and
is open from 9 a.m to 8 p.m.
Monday through Thursday
and 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Friday.
For more information, call
281-5130.

The UCF crew team is looking for members, both men and
women. No experience is necessary.
For information, call Dennis Kamrad at 275-2351.

A glance back in time, ice
cream, cake and a special
•MATH STUDENTS
birthday concert by the FlorIf you are a good student in
ida Symphony Orchestra will
math, 3.0 GPA with 3.2 GPA in
be part of the festivities Sunmath and have completed the
day, Oct. 16, at the Florida
calculus sequence plus two
Hospital birthday celebration
additional math courses you
in Loch Haven Park.
•EARHART AWARD
Applications for the Zonta may qualify for membership in
The event begins at 1 p.m.,
with ice cream at 4 p.m. and a Amelia Earhart Fellowship Pi Mu Epsilon. Pi Mu Epsilon
performance by the FSO at 5 Award are being taken. The is a national mathematics
p.m.
award is $6,000 and available honorary fraternity that proAdmission is free and eve- to qualified women in gradu- motes excellence in matheryone is invited to be part of ate studies of aerospace re- matics. Many engineering
the celebration.
and science majors will qualify
lated science or engineering.
Deadline for applications fro this excellent addition to
must be postmarked by Dec. 3. their resume. Please stop by
• LACROSSE ACTION
The newly formed Lacrosse Anyone interested should con- the Math Dept. Office in CCII
Club is holding practices every tact Zonta International Foun- 226 to pick up an application or
Wednesday and Sunday at 5 dation, 557 W. Randolph St., call 275-2585. Deadline for App.m. on the REC fields. For Chicago, Ill., 60606-2284.
plication is Oct. 15.
more information, please call
Paul Fermo at 275-4109.
•SCIENCES
•DEMOCRATS
Doctoral feUowships in bioCollege Democrats holds
logical sciences are available weekly meetings at 4:00 pm in
• ENVIR. SOCIETY
The next Environmental for full-time students working SC214 every Tuesday. If you
Society metting will be .Tues- towards a doctorate.
are interested call ext. 4414.
day, Oct. 11 from 8 to 10 p.m. in
The awards are for three
PH 114. A speaker on local years, with an option to extend •SPACE CLUB
the fellowship for two years.
" land use will be featured.
Are you interested in the
·
For more information,
Deadline for applicants is U.S. Space program? A new
please call Andrea at 894- Nov.14.
student organization is form8764.
For further information, ing on campus that is dedi-

• MONSTER SMASH

Monster Smash, a volleyball tournament sponsored by
PSE 1 will be held from 11 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Oct. 23 at Lake
Claire. The tournament is
open to all groups and there
are no restrictions on the composition of teams.
Registration forms are
available at the KIOSK There
is a $10 fee per person on each
team. The fee will benefit the
Leukemia Society.
Each participant will receive a T-shirt with the Monster Smash logo. The event
will include trophies, hot dogs,
Bud Light, wings and the
Hooters Girls.

p.m. every Monday.
Everyone interested in politics or the law is invited to
attend.
•ASET

The American Society of
Engineering Technology is
forming a group. It is comprised of students from all five .
disciplines of the engineering
technology major.
ASET is professionally oriented with a basic goal of serving ET students and promoting engineering technology as
a serious profession in industries. Anyone interested can
stop in at the next meeting
which will be Oct. 1 7 at 4:30
p.m. in CEBA 188 or call Doug
Silman at 277-6202.
• COMPETITION

United Artists is conducting a competiton for original
posters for the upcoming
Jam es Bond film, License Revoked. Entry deadline is Dec.
15. The first prize is $5,000
plus a school preview of the
film.
Entries should be submitted to the 007 Poster Competition, SpringGreene Marketing, 110 Greene St., Suite 801,
New York, N.Y., 10012.

• FOUR WAY POLITICS

Are you confused about
where you stand in the polittical spectrum? If so, you are
encouraged to attend the Four
Way debate, to be held
Wednesday, Oct. 12 at 7:30
p.m.
The debate will feature liberal, conservative amd populist views. The debate is sponsored by the Political Science
Prelaw Union and will be in
the Rehearsal Hall.
• PRELAW UNION .

The Political Science
Prelaw Union will hold its
weekly meetings in SC 214 at 3

•

TWO-DAY SEMINAR

Two day-long seminars on
"Writing & Selling N o~rliction"
and "Getting your book published" will be held Oct. 29 and
30, at Las Palmas Inn on International Drive. The seminars
are sponsored by the F!.Jrida
Freelance Writers Association.
Seminar leader will be
Dana K Cassell. Cassell is a
book author, columnist, and
article writer with more than
1,100 articles. For more information, contact FFWA, Box
9844, Ft. Lauderdale, FL,
33310 Or call 1-800-851-3392.
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UCF prof inspects skull
in kidnap/murder·case ·
by Joelle Subourne
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A widely publicized kidnapping/possible murder case in Central Florida .
has a connection to UCF.
Dr. Diane Z. Chase, a UCF anthropology professor, was asked by the
Oviedo Police Department to help
identify a skull. It is now believed to be
part of the remains of 6-year-old Regina Mae Armstrong, who was kidnapped outside of her Orlando h ome in
June 1985.
The skull, along with a child's dress,
was found at an Oviedo construction
site in September 1987. The following
day, R. Wade Hancock, the Oviedo
police chief, contacted Chase and
asked her to examine the skull in
order to determine how old it was and
any information about the sex and age
of the person it belonged to.
Detective Sparky Dingess brought
the skull to one ofChase's anthropology
classes for her to examine it. "I had·
them bring it to class so the students
could see this process. They would see
how anthropology applies to real-life,"
said Chase.
Chase determined, by the dental
makeup, that it was a child's skull. She
explained that the police did not tell
her whether it had been found above or
below ground, but she "could tell that it
had been on the surface for at least six
months."

Chase suggested other places th at
the police could send the skull for further examination, including t he
Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C.
"I expected to see an article or news
regarding the find, but heard nothing
else about it until approximately 10
months later when the skull was identified as Regina Mae Armstrong's,"
said Chase.
According to an article in the Aug.I
issue of The Orlando Sentinel, when
the skull and dress were found, several
people, including Daniel Radcliffe, a
Florida Department of Law Enforcement lab analyst Who was at the discovery scene, connected the remains to ROLL WITH IT
the Armstrong case; however, the A contestant in the annual Lamda Chi Alpha WatermelonBust tries her luck at
Oviedo police investigators never noti- rolling a watermelon down the people~enclosed alley.
fied the Orlando Police Department or
Regina's parents.
Orlando police and Regina's parents, Donna and Bob Armstrong, were
not notified until the end of July 1988,
when the new Oviedo pohce chief,
Dennis Peterson, found the skull and
dress in an evidence locker and conopportunity."
nected it to the Armstrong case. Mrs.
An educated workforce, Bush beArmstrong immediately identified the Staff Report
lieves, is the key to a prosperous econdress as the one Regina Mae was wear- CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
omy. To prepare that workforce, he
ing at the time of her disappearance.
promises
more student aid, plans to
"I
have
been
going
around
the
counThe Armstrongs were relieved to
know that their daughter's remains try saying that I want to be known as help families save for their children's
had been found, but were "very angry" the 'education president,"' George education and programs to bring more
that Oviedo police had the evidence for Bush said during a campaign stop in minority students to campuses.
He says his U.S. Department of
10 months and only upon the arrival of California this summer. "The reason is
a new chief made the connection to simple: Opportunity is what America is
an about, and education is the key to
SEE BUSH PAGE 9
Regina Mae.

Bush ·c ampaigning to be
'education president'

I
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·world's Larges
Alumni Association is sponsoring the event at Rosie's
with alumni players, and sorority and fraternity
gatherings.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
"All UCF alumni, students and friends are
welcomed," said Parker. "Anyone not affiliated
• In honor ofUCF's 25th Anniversary celebra- with UCF is also invited to attend. We hope to
tion, the University Alumni Association and see 5-7,000 people participate in this major
Church Street Station are sponsoring ''The alumni event."
World's Largest Class Reunion."
Tri-County Transit will offer $2 roundtrip
The street party will feature Ben E. King, bus transportation to and from the Florida Citformer lead singer of The Drifters in the late rus Bowl-Orlando for UCFs final home football
'50s and early '60s. More recently, King is best game against Georgia Southern. The buses will
•known for his solo hit "Stand By Me."
leave Church Street Station beginning at 6 p.m.
Church Street Station, located at 129 W. and will return to Church Street after the game.
Church St. in downtown Orlando, will open its
Ben E. King will return to the stage at 10
gates at ·3 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 29 for the full- p.m., and festivities will continue after the UCF.. scale street party.
Georgia Southern football game.
"This is an opportunity to remind Central
Proceeds from ticket sales will benefit the
Florida ofUCFs strength while having a great UCF Alumni Trust for merit scholarships. As an
time and raising money 1o continue · that incentive, individuals who purchase their tickstrength," said Pat Parker, coordinator of the ets before Oct. 15 will be eligible for a drawing
reunion. Within its 11-county area, UCF for a champagne balloon flight for two with Col.
claims 23,000 graduates, said Parker." B e - Joe Kittinger
•cause UCF students and graduates make a
Advance tickets are $5 and $11.95 at the door.
significant contribution to this community, we Advance tickets can be ordered using Masterfelt that the university's 25th Anniversary was card or Visa. Tickets may be purchased by call• an opportune time to recognize our presence ing the UCF Alumni Office at 275-2233 .
and accomplishments."
Other ticket center s ar e located at the stuIn addition to King, the Church Street Sta- dent KIOSK on th e main campus; the UCF
tion entertainers will provide a variety of en- Daytona Beach ca mpus (904) 255-7423; the
•tertainment throughout the event.
UCF Brevard campus (407)632-4128; InternaAlso, food and beverages can be purchased tional Travel Agency, Inc., 31 0 E. Colonial Dr.,
in the street as well as within the Church Orlando, 849-6550; Scores Sports Bar & Grill,
Street complex.
843 Lee Rd. , Orlando, 628-0774; Th e Great
Planned activities for the event, which is Outdoors, 401 Park Avenue North, Winter
open to everyone, include a mini pep rally led Park, 740-6611 ; and Seminole Community Colby former UCF cheerleaders, basketball games lege 323-1450.
by Doris Pfister

nm Holcomb/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

C-DAY ACTIVITIES

THE POWER TO OVERCOME

Walt Viera, 26, president of Quotes, is roasting hot dogs for
those in attendance at the Communication Day festivities .

•

· THE20TH STUDENT SENATE REPORT
September 13, 1988

35th Session
MEASURES UNDER CONSIDERATION

Confirmation Votes

BILLS
20- 108 Revisions to the Finance Code This Bill changes to the Finance Code (Schmidt,
assigned t o OAF)
20-112 A&SF Funded Positi,m· This Bill approves the job of Program Specialist as an
Activity and Service Fee funded position (Schmidt, assigned to OAF)

Jiii Allen Elections Commissioner

MEASURES VOTED ON AT THIS MEETING
BILLS
20-109 Revising Section 300: This Biii requires all confirmation votes on Senators for
Student Government positions to be held during miscellaneous business (Bowen, passed
19-Y)
20-113 Funding for APICS: This Bill allocates $500 for Conference costs (Cox. passed 19Y)
SPECIAL ACTS
20-03 Area Campus Election Times: This Act changes the Senate election times for the
Area Campuses.(Pro Tern Toutikian, passed 19-Y)
20-04 Concerning Greg Neffs Attendance to the student Government Retreat: This Act
prohibits Greg Neff from attending the student Government Retreat.(Bowen, passed 19Y)
RESOLUTIONS
20-43 Creation of Cabinet Forum: This Resolution adds a cabinet forum to the Senate
Calendar (Pro Tern Toutikian, passed 19-Y)

17-Y. 1-P
Kevin Kramer Electtons Commissioner
19-Y
Dana Owens Justice 18-Y
Jim Worrall Atternate Justice 19-Y
Apple Computer Lab Is coming soon

SENATE MEETINGS
Students are Invited to attend all
Senate meetings. and to express
any Ideas or problems that they
feel the Senate should work on.
Senate meetings are held on
Tuesdays @ 3:30 In the University
. Dining Room.

STUDENTS

• • Legislation in Committee Is Introduced by Senators, and Is not finalized until the full Senate votes.

C&O FUNDING
Did you know tt:iat your cl ~ or organlzatlqn may be eligible for $250.00 in Office supplies
and/or Advertisements fo:r~he next fiscal y ear? In addition. If your club will be attending
a conference or convention it may be eligible for up t o $500.00 to c over registration fees.
Either way, stop by the student Government Offices, SC 155, and ask for a Clubs and
Organization Funds, or Travel Funds, Request Form .

If you have any comments. questions or concerns about the Senate Report, or any legislation.
plea"se c ontdct Chris Toutlklanan
x2 191 or In SC 151.

· committees are not meeting until the election of the 21st Senate

SENATE COMMITTEES review and amend all Legislation before it is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The following
are descriptions of, and the time and day of the committee meetings:
OAF
C&O
UR
SPR
EA

Organizations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code and any legislation
requesting funding.
Tuesdays@ 6:00 pm. in the Commons, Thursdays In the SWR
Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a club receives funds for Office Supplies/ Advertising or
Conference Registration.
Sundays@S:OO p.m. In the Senate Work Room
Legislative Judicial and Rules: This committee reviews leglslatoln to change the ConstiMlon, statutes or Rules and
Procedures.
Tuesdays @5:00 p.m.ln the Senate Work Room
Services and Public Relations: This committee reviews all non-funding legislation which deals with Student Government
Services, as well as Local. state, and National issues which directly relate to the students of UCF.
Wednesdays@ 4:30 p.m. In the Senate Work Room
Elections and Appointments: This committee reviews all student Government Appointments, and makes recommenFridays@ 11 :00 a.m. in the Senate Work Room
dations for changes tot he Election statutes.

PR-Present (not enough Information/unable to decide)

AB-Abstain (conflict of interest)

Y-Yes

N-No

Paid AdverHsement

ARTS & SCIENCES
John Porter
OPEN SEAT
Richard Zucaro
Lor1 Dickes
OPEN SEAT
OPEN SEAT
Thomas Joseph
Chris Bordlnaro
Scott Bowen
Luis Rodriguez
Suzanne Loflin
BUSINESS
Dave Lawton
OPEN SEAT
Brian Smith
Lee Flannery
Dan Pelletier
Eddie Gonzalez
Chris Toutikian
Ted Price
OPEN SEAT
EDUCATION
Fred Schmidt
OPEN SEAT
Kelly Wiggins
OPEN SEAT
OPEN SEAT

ENGINEERING
Fernando Santos
Ja mie Cox
Alan Cyrler
Brian Faanklin
Kenneth Rasmussen
Sean Brannan
Randall Blough
HEALTH
Cheryl Jensen
OPEN SEAT
LIBERAL STUDIES
Jennifer O'Katy
OPEN SEAT
AT-LARGE
Jay Kendell
BREVARD
Cathy Taylor
DAYTONA
OPEN SEAT
SOUTH ORLANDO
Michelle Romard
A-Absent
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P-Present

L-Late

A

E-Excused
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UCF SKI TRIP 'BB ·
December ·1 8·23

n

hOE
UCF heads north to Snowshoe, W. Va.
for three days of skiing and fO'-lr
nights of funl

only $230.00

For reServations or Info

CALL: 275-2633
$150.00 Deposit Due October 18th,
. SC Main Desk

Includes:

**
*

*LODGING
TRANSPORTATION
LIFT TICKETS
EQUIPMENT RENTAL

Optional:
)}( MEAL PLAN AVAILABLE
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SOLAR
FROM PAGE 1

According to Florida Power,
the purpose of the project is "to
discover how viable this alternative energy source for homes
and businesses actually is."
·Photovoltaics are desirable
because they are harmless to
the environment and are relatively simple to design and
maintain.
During a sunny day, a home
installed with a PV solar system would generate more
power than it could use. This
excess power could be sent
back to the utility for credit. At
night or when the sun is

clouded, the residence would
then receive power from the
utility.
·
The·company is also considering the possibility of using
photovoltaics to generate electricity for its customers to
supplement other fuel sources .
However, as the Florida
Solar Energy Center notes, PV
systems are "currently too
expensive to be cost-competitive with readily available utility power."
Much of the problem can be
attributed to the high cost of
the materials and manufacturing process used to make
the cells.
Costs should go down with
additional research as scien-

tists explore alternative material and production options.
Research centers are being
funded by the U.S. Department of Energy in areas
around the country.
The Florida Solar Energy
Center, located at Cape Canaveral, has installed many
photovoltaic stations around
the region, in addition to making use·of its in-house laboratory, testing, computer and
educational facilities.
Although photovoltaics are
mostly being used in experimental situations, there are locations where they are costeffective and are a realistic
alternative energy source. PV
systems are generating power

for remote cabins, villages and
medical centers.
Photovoltaics are also a
viable energy source for Third
World countries and have been
used to help American scientists doing research in remote
areas with no electricity.
·
Jim Dunlop, an engineer for
the FSEC, ttavelled to Belize
to help two UCF archeologists
who were conducting research
under primative conditions.
Using modules that the
FSEC no longer needed, Dunlop built a PV system with the
help oflocal labor.
"If you can imagine how important this system is to those
scientists, you can grasp why
they needed it so badly," said

7

.Dunlop. "Photovoltaics has literally brought an ancient civilization into the modern day."
· Although PV systems are
not yet feasible for more populated areas, some experts believe that most of the cost problems will be solved by the early
1990s.
The Solar Progress Project
is an effort to find some of the
answers to solar energy questions. According to Florida
Power, by being involved in
solar research it is given the
"chance to develop working
relationships with manufacturers, solar organizations
and other utilities involved
with similar studies throughout the country."

Putyourself
in these shoes.

:a:

Tim Holcomb'CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

FOREST FIRE PREVENTION CAMPAIGN
NEWSPAPER AD NO. FFP-88-1300-2 COL.

WHAT'S UP?
Tom Engott and Steve Hurte are continuing the construction on the CEBA II building.

UNIVERSrIY

BOOKSTORE

HOM-E COMING
Black & Gold Sale

250/o OFF
All UCF l;llack & Gold Clothing
10 Days Only: OctQber 3-14
Coupons are not redeemable
during this sale~
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brother or sister. If the student is not accepted by a
state university, "the fund can be transferred down to
FROM PAGE 1
a '2+2' program: two years at a community college
and two at a university," said Coldajelli.
Interested persons have from now until January to
until the time of actual enrollment.
enter the program at this yea,1's rates. Applications
The state took bids and gave the fund's manage- can be submitted at any of Florida's 500 Barnett
Banks.
ment contract to the U.S. Trust Co.
"In Michigan, 84,000 people enrolled in 5 days
"They stressed high quality investments over returns," said Paul Coldajelli of Barnett Bank. "The with only 11 locations," Stutler said. Barnett Bank
portfolio is primarily made up of government, fixed- has had 3, 700 calls about the program so far, and 600
income securities," he added.
applications have been filed since September 22.
The program is guaranteed by the state. Even if
Stanley Tate, the program's board chairman, said
tuition increases faster than the fund's interest, the he "would be disappointed ifless than 200,000 people
Legislature must pay all tuition costs for those in the sign up this year."
program.
The Florida Student Association was important to
The prospective student has to be a Florida resi- the creation of this program. A staff members saw an
dent at the time the program is purchased. If the article about a similar pre-paid tuition program in
individual decides not to go to a Florida institution a Michigan, and brought the idea to FSA Executive
Director John Sowinski.
refund will be given without interest.
"I considered it interesting and got a copy of
The benefits can also be transferred to a younger
.
..--~
- -------.-

TUITION

Michigan's bill and an overview of their program,"
said Sowinski, who at the time was also UCFs student body president.
Since it was past the Legislature's filing .deadline
for new bills, the FSA turned the idea ·over to state
Rep.Richard Crotty and its higher education staff.
The idea was put into bill language and introduced
during the 1987 legislative session.
SQwinsk.i said:"The person who deserves the credit
is Crotty. He is always in tune with students and
education issues."
FSA staff and board members worked hard to get
·
the bill passed that. fall.
"I can't emphasize enough the role of students in
getting it passed," said Sowinski. "It shows that
students have the vehicle through student government to influence state policy."
This tuition program will help parents battle the
increase that the BOR has implemented. The
university's body presidents have now come up with
a counterproposal.

nm Holcomb' CENTRAL FLOR D A FUTURE

DASH FOR FINISH
These sorority members are approaching the finish line in
Saturday's Threshold run held on campus .
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The Zenith Data Systems
Z·386Super-Advanced PC
40MB Hard Disk & 5.25"
1.2 MB Floppy
Suggested retail price:

SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE•:

BOMB Hard Disk & 5.25"
1.2MB Floppy
Suggested retail price:

SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE*:

ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN-WITH THE AMAZING Z-386 SUPER-ADVANCED PC
-TO DOUBLE YOUR ACADEMIC PRODUCTIVITYWITH MAXIMUM 386 POWER!
If your studies can use all the speed and power of a
supermini computer packed in the size or a desktop system,
then come in and see lhe lightning-fast Z·386 Super·
Advanced P9from Zenith Data Systems.
Using the latest 80386 microprocessor, the Z·386 PC
sets new standards in desktop performance. With faster
processing, greater internal expandability and high-resolution
video flexibility. It's our most powerful PC yet!
Ideal for single and multi· user environments. the
Zenith Data Systems Z·386 PC comes standard with
MS.Windows/386 .. software ... for multi· tasking capabili·
ties r.ight out of the box ..So you can work on one program
while processing data in another. To double your productivity!
The Z·386 Super· Advanced PC is perfect for engineerTHE Z-386 PC IS NOW AVAILABLE ATYOUR NEARBY
ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS CAMPUS CONTACT:

Seminole Computer
98 W. Broadway • Oviedo, FL

FUEL FOR RACE
These three young ladies, Meagen 6, Alissa (left) 2, and Caitlyn
(back) 1, are getting ready to cheer their father onto victory in the
SK race Saturday.

365-8633
or

Zenith Data Systems
(404) 446-6170

ing, research. industrial classes, architecture and statistics.
And it handles advanced scientific applications as well as
computer· aided design and artificial intelligence. Best of
all, the Z·386 PC comes in a variety of models to suit your
exact specifications .. . from 40MB hard disk storage to
more advanced designs.
Plus, the Z·386 PC offers you performance up to 50%
faster than competing systems. And even comes with Zenith
Data Systems' z.449 Video Card to give you the ultimate
in video flexibility.
·
So boost your curricular output with the ultimate
"Power Station'.' Harness the Zenith Data Systems Z·386
Super·Advanced PC today. And double your productivity
with a true innovator!
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J
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systems
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"ARE YOU GONNA BUSH
LETA.BUNCH

•

FROM PAGE4

OF HALF-WITS

•

Education would avoid the confrontational
style of President Reagan's Education Depart.ment under former Secretary of Education
William Bennett.
And while all that might sound very attractive to a national college community buff~ted
by eight years of budget cuts and White House
criticism, a lot of people in higher education
think Bush is full of bunk.
The vice president "will do whatever his
advisors tell him to do to get elected. Hell, it's
politics," said Dr. Robert Clodius of the National Association of State Universities and
Land Grant Colleges .
While Dr. Aims McGuiness of the Education
Commission of the States thinks "you can take
vice president at his word: he wants to be the
education president," he wonders whether
Bush would take the political heat of funding
college programs at the expense of, say, de-

TURN OUR
PUBLIC LANDS
INTO APUBLIC
DISGRACE?''

If you write to us, we'll tell you
how you can help stop abuse of our
public lands.
Write: Take Pride in America,
P.O. Box 1339, Jessup, MD 20794.

BAD GUYS ABUSE PUBUC IAllD.
GOOD GUYS SAVE IT• .::.
~
~

fG

TAKE PRIDE IN AMERICA CAMPAIGN
· NEWSPAPER AD NO. TPA-87-1190-2 COL.
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Lake Howell Square

"Whoever is elected president has to face
three major problems," McGuiness said. "They
will have to deal with the budget and trade
deficits, the high priority placed on defense
spending and the commitment to entitlements
for older people, such as Social Security.
"He can't do anything [about education] ifhe
doesn't address those problems first."
McGuiness, Clodius and other professionals
note Bush offered public support for, and certainly no public resistance to, the Reagan
administration's budgetary attacks on federal
college funding.
But now the vice president calls for maintaining work-study, the still-unproven incomecontingent loans program and Pell Grants for
low-income students.
For middle-class students, the vice president, like his Democratic opponent, Gov. Michael Dukakis, proposes creating a College
Savings Bond. The bond would be similar to
U.S. Savings Bonds, except that interest
earned would be tax-free if the bond is applied
to college expenses.
Helping students pay for college should be
"one of our highest riorities in the 1990s,"
Bush says.
Becky Timmons of the American Council on
Education (ACE) feels "the only thing he's
wedded to is the College Savings Bond plan. It's
something we're interested in. It could be an
important vehicle for the middle class. But
Bush has not laid out concrete plans for the
poor."
Janet Lieberman of the United States Student Association (USSA) felt Bush is "ignoring
a whole sector of the population."
The vice president, a graduate of Yale University, does have a long record of supporting
black colleges. Many black college presidents
credit Bush with helping their institutions se-

:
•
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cure federal grants.
Bush, too, has been a long-time supporter of
the United negro College Fund, donating half
the royalties he receives from his autobiography
Looking Forward to the fund .
While a Texas congressman (rom 1967 to
1971, Bush did vote for the major education
funding bills that arose.
Education, 'in fact, is one arena where Bush
appears eager to distance himself from the
Reagan administration, but many people involved in education, resentful of Reagan's education policies, wonder where Bush was when
they needed him.
"The question is, where has he been for the
last eight years?" asked Michael Edwards of the
National Education Association. "For a lot of
people, it is going to take some convincing, and
they're going to doubt his credibility."
But Terrell Bell, President Reagan's first
Education secretary, noting vice presidents are
supposed to play subservient roles, didn't "think
it's fair to say the vice president should be
responsible for the president's policies."
Although Bush avoided criticizing the Reagan administration's education policies in
public, he did so often during Cabinet meetings,
Bell said.
Bush advisor Shirley Gordon, president of
Washington state's Highline Community College, said, "I b~lieve he will continue to emphasize the value of education for all people."
Dr. Richard Rosser of the National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities
felt that "Just the phrase 'education president'
indicates he wants to give education a higher
priority, a different emphasis than we've seen
under President Reagan."
And even Bush skeptics are delighted thevice
president is paying attention to them, meeting
with them and including them in his speeches.
"That he speaks to education is a healthy
sign," said Lieberman of the USSA, perhaps one
of the Reagan's administration's most outspoken education critics.
Another Bush advisor, Professor Gloria Hom
of California's Mission College, said: "rm delighted he's put so much attention on education.
I think Bush will work better with education
than Bennett has."
Still, the ACE's Timmons cautioned that all
the good intentions in the world won't count
without cash.
The vice president's proposal to freeze federal
spending for one year to reduce the budget
deficit, "would constrain the prospects of doing
anything that's current and vital," she said.
Clodius said:"The real gutsy stuff is what his
priorities will be when it comes to budget requests. It's well nigh impossible to determine
what Bush will mean for higher education when
you think about it in those terms."
Rosser felt that "the next president must be
ready to make education at least as important
as national defense. lfhe doesn't, we'll continue
to have problems with education. n

·Don't find out
colon cancer is curable
· ·too late in life. .

Wed. $2.75 Pitcher Beer· $2.75 Doz. Oysters

Thurs. Free Omelet Bar 5- 7pm • 2 for 1 Drinks
Live Entertainment: Jason Webb/
Buffet Show 8:00pm-Midnight

Cassleton Corners Shopping Plaza
1007 N. Hwy. 436
North of Aloma on 436
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Show pride in
UCF by donning
black and gold
Okay, we are still seeing some very out of place
and unwanted T-shirts out there on UCFs own campus, and quite fran~ly, it is depressing.
What's the deal? We are not at Gainesville. We are
not in Tallahassee. And we are especially not anywhere in Georgia. We ar e at the University of Central
Florida.
Why are all these mentally confused people still
walking around campus with articles of clothing
pr aising the names of other universities?
Th ese disturbed (we dare n ot call them students)
people are downright offensive to the real student
body at UCF.
There is no excuse for it. Black and gold clothing is
in great abundance in this area now. Last week, you
couldn't help but stumble over the discounted UCF
items that the bookstore had placed in the middle of
its aisles and the Credit Union. Wal-Mart is even a
UCF merchandiser now.
Trademarks from other universities, especially
Gators, litter the campus.
We don't care what school you attended prior to
this. !fit was so great, why are you at UCF now?
We also don't care where your girlfriend or boyfriend goes to school. Are they wearing UCF propaganda there?
This university is something to be proud of and
deserves the respect and support ofits students. The
Knights football team, as if we have to remind everybody, is top-ranked, yet there are even students who
wear greasy Gator shirts to UCF football games. Talk
about disrespect.
The Gator/Seminole syndrome at UCF has even
extended to parking lots and onto bumper stickers.
The parking problem is bad enough with out having to
contend with crude orange and blue stickers.
There are even several faculty members, and you
know who you are, who are guilty of having ugly
bumper stickers.
For example, one promin·e nt member of the music
department faculty displays a Gator sticker alongside his UCF parking decal. Who can you trust?
The Central Florida Future would like to see these
foul pieces of propaganda from other universities
banished from our campus.
The reason is simple: school pride.
It's hard to build inner school spirit when some
schmoe is wandering around campus with some
repulsive creature on them.
Now, especially, is the time to stock up on UCF
gear and lug it all out to the games. Leave your Gators
and Seminoles at home.
The Central Florida Future is proud to announce
that the Gator Hunt will resume.
If you happen to spot someone wearing another
university's shirt, please call our offices as soon as
possible and tell us in which direction they are
headed. Photographers will be dispatched as soon as
possible.
A note to students and faculty alike, bumper stickers, along with the photo of the car, are fair game as
well.
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SA't DIDN'T YoU
USED To BE
GEoR6E BUSH?

• CURRENT EVENTS

Laura Schomberg does not appear to "keep up with current
events" as much as she may profess. Maybe she was being held
against her will by one of the 87
convicts still at large after escaping from one of Michael Dukakis'
"weekend furloughs for murderers" when even Dan Rather made
the brief announcement. The U.S.
economy did reach full employment this year.
Perhaps Miss Schomberg
should consider taking Economics
101 because she seems to be confused with the term "full employment." Full employment does not
mean no unemployment. Some
rate of unemployment is natural
in a growing economy. Has Miss
Schomberg ever heard of "frictional" and "structural unemployment?" Being an accounting major
she would probably like numbers
so I shall give them to her. In the
U.S., full employment is usually
said to be reached when 94 percent
of the labor force is employed.
It was nice to see that Miss
Schomberg has realized that GNP
has risen under President
Reagan's leadership. In fact, real
GNP, that is to say that the value
of goods and services produced in
the U.S. after inflation, has risen
more than 21 percent during
Reagan's economic expansion. It
Is also a fact that the Reagan administration is responsible for the
longest U.S. peacetime economic
expansion in American history,
currently entering its 71st consecutive month.
Remember the Misery Index
(unemployment rate plus inflation
rate) which reached 20. 7 during
the la st year of the Car ter administration? Well, it averaged only
9.9 du? ng the first quarter of this
year.
Oh, and, what about Richard
Nixon? Was is notPresidentNixon
· who established relations with
China? Was it not the NixonKissinger era that gave us
detente? Was it not the Nixon
administration which is responsible for the SALT agreement between the United States and the

Soviet Union? Nixon's failings can
not even begin to compare with
Carter's disastrous economic policies. Policies that a President
Dukakis, God forbid, would surely
reintroduce.

Harry Stratagem
computer science
•JUST THE FACTS, MA'AM

This letter is a response to the
"opinion" article which appeared
in the Oct. 4 issue, as well as the
story "Homecoming a laughing
matter" in the Oct. 6 issue of The
Central Florida Future.
The description of this year's
Homecoming concert needs some
further clarification of facts.
1. Due to the lack of adequate
facilities on campus, the 2,800
seats in the gym is the maximum
number of available seats for this
event.
2. Jerry Seinfeld is a top-notch
entertainer. He won the 1988
Nightclub Comedian of the Year
Award. Seinfeld is performing at
the University of Florida's 1988
Gator Growl (UF students pay $5
for this concert). We feel our show
is superior to Gainesville's in that
we offer this concert in a much
more intimate setting.
3. The opening act will be Stevie
B. The concert presented for
Homecoming last year, of which
you have such fond memories,
didn't offer any type of opening act.
Stevie B. is one of the hottest dance
singers on the charts today. We
feel that these two acts make this
year's Homecoming Concert the
best this campus has ever been
exposed to, as well as one of the top
double bills to hit Orlando this
year. In fact , the "Calendar"
section of The Orlando Sentinel
stated that the UCF Programs
Boar d should be congratulated on
"the catch of the year" for putting
this show together.
4. Student Body President Denver Stutler intended to sponsor a
second show for the students, but
due to negotiation problems with
Jerry's agent, this was not possible. Denver and I tried everything possible to arrange this sec-

ond show to allow more students
admission to the concert.
5. It seems that you haven't any
idea what goes into coordinating a
major concert. The largest obstacle to putting on a show the size
of the Citrus Bowl is the added
expense involved (technical
equipment, insurance, security
and rental fees) which the Programs and Activities Council and
Student (l{)vernment could not
afford to pay. Another difficulty in
putting on an outdoor concert,
such as last year's, is that it is
impossible to get a quality act to
perform after a foot ball game.
(Believe me, we discussed the
option with a number of agents.)
6. This year, the athletic department decided to n o longer pay
for the Homecoming Concert (for
further details on this, call the
athletic department). If PAC and
SG had not stepped forward to
take on the responsibility of producing a concert, all you would
have would be memories of concerts past.
7. Traditionally, the football game
is the grand finale to Homecoming
Week, not the concert. In the future when our Homecoming Concert grows in size, and it will with
the new field, having the concert
on Friday night will only add to
the overall character of the week.
Before writing an article about
· asubjectlfeelthatitisimportant
to research the facts. We here at
PAC are proud of the concert
lineups this year. We believe that
the show will speak for itself and
answer all the doubts about its
quality. In the future, you may be
of more service to UCF students if
you encourage them to take on
responsibilities such as this, instead of cutting down those students who have worked so hard on
projects.
Anyone needing additional details concerning- the -concert, or
any PAC-sponsored event, can
come by the Student Center and
speak to us.
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Michael Koski
Student Director
Popular Entertainment •
Committee
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by Scott

ACADEMIC STATUS

by Steven Polinsky

THESE YEARS

by Rodriguez
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Automatic Drip

While it is important to exercise and keep fit, it ls equally Important to prevent injuries
from occuring. Among the most common exercise- and sports-related Injuries are
sprains and strains, usually resulting from imbalances of muscular strength and endurance. Here are some injury prevention guidelines:
Check First.
Get a complete physical examination before
beginning any strenuous fitness routine, especially
tf you are over 35 years old. Be sure to tell your
physician what exercise or sport you plan to start.

Be Prepared.
No matter what exercise you choose, be sure to
select the proper equipment and footgear. For
Instance, buy the right running shoes If running Is
your game. Or. If you work out with weight machines. know which muscles each machine develops, and what pound weight you should be using
for your strength and level of fitness.

tant to concentrate on those muscles that will be
used In your sport.

281-5841

Build Gradually.
Begin your exercise routine slowly and build gradually so that your heart, muscles and lungs can
adapt to the new demands you are placing on
them. SUdden Increases In duration, Intensity and
frequency of a workout can lead to injury.

By Karen Wedner

Cool Down.

Cooling down afte(exerclse is also essential. As the
name Implies. the cool down helps to gradually
ellmlnate heat, preventing shock to the system. In
fact, If you stop exercising too q~lckly, muscle
spasms and cramps may occur. One good way to
Worm Up.
Before engaging In any exercise, always warm up cool down Is to walk slowly until your heart rate falls
for at least 1O minutes. The warmup should consist below 100, then stretch and relax for another 10
of stretching exercises to Improve flexibility (the minutes.
range of movement of joints and muscles). Heat
generated by preliminary exercises will help boost Never Ploy Through Pain.
blood flow to the muscles. Increasing their oxygen Since It takes time for muscles to become condisupply. Additionally, the Increase In muscle tem- tioned. a little stiffness or soreness after strenuous
perature helps Increase the elasflclty and joint sports Is to be expected. However, sharp, locallzed
mobility, thereby helping to prevent Injury. And, In pain Is the body's signal that Injury has occurred.
addition to full-body flexibility exercises, It Is lmpor- Remember: If It hurts, stop.
REPRINTED FROM ADVIL HEALTH FORUM

For more information on improving your life through exercise, contact X5841

~

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER
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STARRS Mondays 9am OR Wednesdays Stress Busters Wednesdays at llam in
lOam. Come learn to eat better and lose HRC. · Overcome the anxiety associated
with stressful events.
weight.
SWAT The wellness club. Join & make SOS Kick the habit. .Stop smoking! Mondays at lpm.
some new friends. Thursdays at llam.

Heart Healthy Snacking Tips
A. Crisp Vegetables such as:
carrot sticks
celery sticks
sweet peppers
string beans
fresh peas

¥1
~rn
I
HJ

B.

C. Roasted, unsalted nuts (in moderation) ;~®1
D. Whole wheat bread--instead of salty
:~~~~
croc~rs

I

~~E~:u:e~

I

E. Other simple, nutritious snacks such as: ti
mt
apples
:;m~
!fa~
bananas
:~[
]J:
low-fat, low-sodium cheese
=m

i
t=~~~

Clow-sodium)
unsalted, hot popcorn
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Classified

Student Personnel Association is having a
meeting on Thurs., Oct. 13 with a speaker on
how to get a govt. job, Malin Marsh from the
Govt. Office of Personnel Mgt.

1111\lilii l
Alpha Tau Omega

ATOFootball:AT01 vs. PKA Wed.;Wearyour
Pi-Phi Jersey. Let's win Homecoming! ATO
and Pi-Phi Homecoming is TAUsomell
Female student, 19, seeks same to fine a 2
bdrm apt. or house approx. $500 per month. I
have all new turn. and appliances, you would
just need your bedroom furn. Please call me at
695-6983 and ask for Kerri bet. 1 and 6 any
day.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Delta Delta Delta and Sigma Alpha Epsilon is
the winning combination. I'm so pumped this
week, I can't even think of what to say I Let's
just kick@*$ and have a great timel
Sigma Phi Epsilon

Female needs accommodations.
Prefer serious, neat and honest, non-partying
student(s). Good morals a mustl Please call
between 9-11 pm. Ask for Holes-apple, 3800571.

Hey Guys! We're psyched for Homecomlngl
Float building at House. Football Wed.-Thurs.
A-team. Mon.-Thurs, DG and TKE ... Let's
Party I
Tau Kappa Epsilon

We had a great time with Zetas on Saturday I
Good luck Knights! Get ready for Homecoming float building with Sig Ep and DG. Associate members: Be prepared. Let's see everyone at Sweeney's tomorrow night, it will be a
blast I
Remember: next week is national Alcohol
Awareness Week so be aware of alcoholl

Female nonsmoker, 2bed/2bth, 1 mile, $220/
month. Vanessa, 282-5920, 351-6224.

Kappa Delta

Fox Hunt- 2bdrm/2bth, appliances, heaUair,
washer/dryer, $510. 657-7598.

Get psyched for Homecoming, KO with those
awesome Pikes! Way to go KD football! Next
game Thurs. 4:00.
P.S. group #2 loves all their sisters!

1114:\lllliijj
QUOTES

Thanks to all the people who made C-Day a
success, both organizers and participants.
Quotes member phone lists are now available. Get yours from Or. Davis today.

Datavue Spark Computer.
Lap -top, 2n-2925.
Gently used furniture. Showroom and model
home samples. Great prices. Term end, take
back deal. INTERIOR EXCHANGE, 2069
Aloma, Winter Park, 657-8332.
East Orlando- Beautiful 2bdrm/2bath, 112 acre
lot, complete chain link fence and many
extras. Call for appointment, 568-1535 or 6447739.
Roland Juno, 106 Keyboard with double pier
stand. lndude several additional tapes that
will reprogram it's 144 sound bank. $425, 3659395.
Brand new, king-size waterbed for only $150.
If interested call 695-8239.
IBM PC-20mb., monitor, printer, extras. Mlnt
cond. $995. 695-0997.
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (u-repalr).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Call
(1) 805-687-6000 Ext. GH-4628 for current
repo list.

[l llflwllll
RESEARCH PAPERS. 15,278 AVAILABLE!
Catalog $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll-free
(800)351-0222, Ext. 33. VISNMC or COD.

Do you need help with your housework? Then
"At Your Service" can help youl "At Your
Service" performs all normal cleaning functions. Call 629-4141.

S,J,E,F:
GOTCHAI
PLBBBBB you wuz gone.

llflllm

Zenith-Z-180 laptop computer-3 mo. old, 35
inch Hoppy disk drive-LCD.
Connectors-manual-carrying case-incl. Very
reasonable, $1,800 new, asking $900. Call
293-9498, ask for Vic.

80 Monte Carlo 305V8/4661Carb., fog lights,
full legal bnt, 6 speaker am/fm,cass ..stereo,
digital gauges, all records and service manuals, car cover.asking $2,800, Scon281-1361 .
Is it true you can buy Jeeps for $44 ltlrough the
U.S. government? Get the facts today I Call 1312-742-1142 Ext.689.

#59- I hope all went well. I'm r:hinking of you I
Take Carel!
Denise
Lii' Tiger Cub, Whowou~d've ever thought that
your Dad's birthday would lead to a week long
date compleJe with Chocolate Cheesecake!

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick, professional service. Free revisions.
UCF's oldest typing firm. Same day and
weekend service. VISA & MASTERCARD.
Over 18,300 satisfied students and
4
grouches.
671-3007
Excellent word processing - 366--0538.

-SCUBA- ZEAGLE BC, Exe. Condition but
too big for me: $200. Call 677-9769 anytime.

Desperately seeking Joshua Lewis: It was
Monday,9126188. I was walking on Apollo
Cirde towards me. You are approx. 5'8" with
dirty blond hair, a mustache and a five o'clock
shadow. You are the spitting image of Josh
from the "Guiding Light" I look for you every
MWF mornings. Send a photo. I need to meet
you. P.O. Box 26720.

RODENT KIDNAPPED BY ALIENSll
It's okay, he's back now. Moose
Candy, Stace ... Call mel
Mouse
Hey you big weiner,
Thanks for everything this weekend! You are awesome ... but then again, you
know thatl

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.
Resumes and cover lerters.
Designed/ revised/ typed- 657-0079.
Typing, Word Processing 275-6210.

Found- Copier Accountant card in library. Has
name /address label on it Lynne,568-3231.

25 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE

Friday,

Wednesday
OCTOBER12
BLACK AND GOLD
CELEBRATES THE
SILVER-PARTY
8 p.m.
Student Center Auditorium

OCTOBER 14
PARADE- 11am
In fror t of Administration.
PEP RALLY- 7pm
Student Green
CONCERT- 8pm- Gym
Jerry Seinfeld, Comedian
OST PARTY-10 pm -1 am SCA
MIDNIGHT MADNESS
Basketball Kic k-Off Game
Midnight - Gym

"

..

UCF HOM.ECOMING

The Central Florida Future, October 11, 1988,

·Events:
Mon., Oct. 17
7:00prn

WILLIAM CULLINANE/Asst. Director of SADD
SADD Conference at Harley Hotel Orlando in
Grand Ballroom_

Tues., Oct 18
7:30pm
8:00ptn

SATEIJITE EVENT
William Cullinane/Guest Speaker at SAC
Live Satelightning at Wild Pizza

Fri., Oct 21

SAFE RIDE HOME

UESTIONS? CALL EXT. 5841

AND MORE KNIGHTS TO COME

Saturday,

OCTOBER15
GAME· 2 p.m.
Citrus Bowl

'88

1:,,

!..•

14, The Central Florida Fu~ure, October

11,· 1988

·THE STUDENT· HEALTH CENTER PRESENTS
..

~.Is AIDS Just Around
The Corner?
Dr. John Langdon, Director Student Health Center
&
Dr. Allen Grieco, Certified Sex Counselor from Masters & Johnson

will answer this and other questions

Be there with y9ur questions and your friends ... Learn the facts:
Caring--Communication--Condoms

National Aids Awareness Month: October 1-31

Student Government has made
available FREE Student Phones
Take advantage of the courtesy
phones for all of your local calls
LOCATIONS
Humanities & Fine Arts Building
Health & Physics Building
Student Services Building
Administration Building
Howard Phillips Hall
Student Government
Chemistry Building
Education Bµilding
Computer Center II
Biology Building
Student Center
Portables
Library
·Theatre
Let Student Government
CEBA
Drop a Quarter For You

Tickets On Sale

•

Limited Number of Tickets Available

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Jerry Seinfeld ·
·
c
oncert
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Opening Band: Stevie B . .

..

The Central Florida Future, October 11, 1988,
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Barnes' first-half performance
not goo·d enough in 31-23 loss

•

holes in the final two goal for the season was to
quarters,"said Barnes.
score.
The Knights fajled to score
"I'd love to get a chance to
in the second half as New score a touchdown a game. I
Haven went on to a 31-23 vie- didn't get one last week and
tory.
I'm just glad I can contribute,"
"We lacked intensity," said he said.
With the loss of running
Barnes. "Our offense was completely shut down," he added. back Mark Giacone to a knee
The Knights (5-1) now face injury, Barnes will get a
the task of playing three Divi- chance to do a great deal.
Inhighschool,Bameswasa
sion I-AA teams (Georgia
Southern, Liberty, Eastern standout in football, basketKentucky) on their way to ball and track.
qualifying for the Division II
He averaged 28 carries a
game in football and is rising to
playoffs.
"This loss will t ake a little the challenge of the college
game.
pressure off," said Barnes.
The Knights' drop in the
"In high school it was easier
Division II poll should play to to run over people. Now I have
their advantage. They need to think about running around
only to concern themselves people more,"said Barnes.
with winning instead of what . If Barnes shows more of the
number they are in the nation. talent he is capable of, the
Barnes' personal numbers Knights' offense will be that
are impressive thus far this much tougher to contain.
year. He leads the team with
"You have to remember, I'm
five rushing touchdowns and just part of the machine and
30 po in ts scored.
we have to work together to
A product of Riverside High reach a national cbampionSchool in Ft. Myers, Barnes' ship," he said.

by Glenn Carrasqulllo

..
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Internatiorial Inc.
Tra.-vel I::>isco"l..1rit s ·
for

students

and

faculty

Now Open In the Palladium Building ·
Ii

(Across from Holiday Inn)
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Sia SIMrl)

It was a tale of two halves
for UCF halfback Gilbert Barnes on Saturday night.
Barnes, ajunior, rushed 20
times for 137 yards and one
touchdown in the first half. An
impressive feat considering
that UCF has not had a running back gain 100 yards in a
complete game since last year.
"We gave the ball to Barnes
and he was successful in the
first half," said UCF Coach
Gene McDowell. "New Haven
simply stopped those same
plays in the second half. They
made some great adjustments."
New Haven's adjustments
were so complete that Barnes
ended the game with 129 yards
as he totaled -8 in the second
half.
"The offensive line had
opened big holes in the first
half. New Haven filled those

seven point mistake is always
very costly. This time it cost us
the game."
"That blocked punt was
very demoralizing," Willis
said. "We said 'hey, that was
supposed to be us.'"
The first halfleft UCF with
a precarious 23-21 lead, and
with the offense's success, it
seemed just a matter of time

GAME
FROM PAGE 16

Russ Salemo punt and Mike
Dobos returned it 50 yards for
a touchdown.
"That blocked punt in the
first half was, I think, the turning point in the game,"
McDowell said. "To make a

before the Knights put away
the game.
But in the second half UCF
stumbled, scoring no points
and allowing 10.
Said Spencer: "You could
see it coming. We weren'tpracticingup to par or playing up to
par.
"The alarm clock just went
off. Its time to wake up."

~~~--- ~-E;-'l1""
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SA.ROEN ;
GRAND OPENING Y.
f
+
rsPEEDY
S

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10:00am-5:30pm
LOCATED IN THE
UNIVERSITY SHOPPES
(Across from UCF)

281·6488
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EARLY BIRD DINNER SPECIALS
FROM 3 P.M.-6 P.M. M-F
GENEROUS PORTIONS, SPACIOUS DINING

REASONABLE PRICES

{

·_ - ~ ·

SPECIALIZE IN MANDARIN, SZECHEUN,
CANTONESE.CUISINE

First Presbyterian Church of Orlando Downtown
106 E. Church St.

Friday, October 14
Doors open at 7pm
Concert at 8pm

Tickets: $5.00 advance at any
area Christian Bookstore
$7.00 at the door
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TAKE OUT• DINE IN• BEER & WINE
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UCF

m~kes

date With disaster,

New Haven's 31-23 triumph
halts Knights' win streak at 5
by em Foxworthy ·
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Neither the chilly temperature nor the cold wind
blowing in the Knights' faces woke them from their
dreamy 5-0 start, but the New Haven (Conn.) Chargers did, stunning UCF, 31-23 Saturday night.
UCF is now 5-1 but still has to play ~orgia
Southern (which led Florida State late in the game,
10-7 before losing 28-10 Saturday), Liberty University and Eastern Kentucky-all Division I-AA teams.
"We can still make up for this loss but we've got to
win, win, win," Coach ~ne McDowell said.
"This lets us know we're not perfect," defensive
tackle Parnell McCall said.
But then, the Knights hadn't been perfect yet this
season. Earlier in the week McDowell had commented: "We have yet to play a flawless game by any

Please see Gil Barnes feature, p.15
means, yet we are still undefeated."
Saturday night was another flawed game, but the
difference was that the Knights didn't come up with
the big play to win the game.
"We haven't reached our peak yet," Arnel Spencer
said. "Maybe it's midseason blues."
Maybe. These last two games bring back memories
of last season. In 1987 after crushing Grand Valley
(Mich.) State, 67-3, UCFbegan slipping in intensity,
execution and scoring.
Though they won two of their last three games, the

Lady

Knigh~s

BIU Foxwor1hy/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sean Beckton goes skyward to catch a Shane Willis offering in Saturday's 31-23 loss to New Haven. Beckton
finished wi1h 11 receptions for 131 yards.

Knights faded in the playoffs. It appears that this
year's Troy State game was last year's Grand Valley
State.
"We get cocky and let up," was Gil Barnes' explanation.
Perry Balasis agreed.
"It's called being too cocky," he said. "We didn't
learn our lesson last week. I'll bet my life it won't
happen again."
The first half went well enough.
Offensively, Barnes played his best game this
year, running for 137 yards in the first half, much of
that coming in 7- and 8-yard chunks.
Quarterback Shane Willis continued to lead the

Knights, passing for 201 yards and scoring a touchdown on a 1-yard keeper.
The UCF defense played in its customary manner, •·
holding the Chargers to modest gains, then falling for
the big play.144 of the Chargers' 172 first-half yards
came on just five plays.
And special teams were up to their usual tricks.
On the plus side, Jose Trujillo recovered a fumble
from kick returner Rob MacFadden, but kicker
Travis Allen missed a 40-yard field goal attempt.
e
But the biggest special teams boo-boo was late in
the second quarter when Marvin Tomlin blocked a

tie UNC; men fall

played about as well as it could.
overtime periods.
"In the past, in overtime games
"We played unbelievably," Barker
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
said. "I just feel sorry for our girls be- we've laid b&ck," Barker said. "Today,
cause they didn't score."
we decided on going for it."
The UCF women's soccer team
Before the game, Barker was conThe tie extended UNC's record of
managed a scoreless tie Sunday consecutive matches without a loss to cerned about the inexperience of his
against tlie nation's top-ranked team, 59. During that streak the Lady Tar team, especially against a team the
North Carolina, but the men didn't fare Heels have a 55-0-4 record. UCF has caliber of North Carolina. After the
as well, losing to the Tar Heels, 3-1.
been responsible for two of those ties. game Barker felt things had positively
The Lady Knights' match, which
"Their goalkeeper had three big- changed.
included two overtime periods, was time saves," Barker said. "If it hadn't
"I think a lot of people grew up todominated by UCF in the first half with been for that we probably would have day," Barker said. "We were able to
the Lady Knights surrounding the been ahead by a few goals."
shut them out with our most experiLady Tar Heels' goal constantly.
Barker felt his team played with enced person on defense as a sophoUCF Coach Bill Barker felt his team uncharacteristic aggressiveness in the more. It was the game of Ellie
Golembiewski's career. She kept
Wendy ~bauer from a shot on goal."
The tie pushed the Lady Knights'
record to 4-1-2 while the Lady Tar
Heels moved to 8-0-2.
In the men's match, The Knights
had a 1-0 first-half lead erased by the
Tar Heels in the second and lost. 3-1.
UN C's David Cogsville put his team
on top in the second half at the 19:58
mark as he blasted a free kick past the
goalie.
Barker said the difference between
the two teams was mental toughness.
"They're used to being in the wars,"
Barker said, "and we fold in them."
The Knights, who scored with 22
seconds left in the first half to lead 1-0,
was unable to capitalize on many
chances despite being one player up as
a result of a red card on UNC.
"We were a player up," Barker said,
"and we created many chances, but we
threw away 15 chances. We played a
very good first half, but in the second
half we were a totally different team."
The loss dropped the Knights' record
to 5-3-1 while the Tar Heels improved
to 5-6-1. The match was played as part ·
~
~...:......-----.--------~---'""'-""'---of the UCF Invitational Tournament.
The Knights beat South Alabama, 2-1
Rte Photo/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
in -the second round. UCF will be at
home 3:30 p.m. Wednesday to face the
The UCF men's soccer team took it on the chin with a 3-1 loss to the University of
Jacksonville University.
North Carolina on Saturday. UCF's women tied the Lady Tar Heels, 0-0 Sunday.
by cartton Reese
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SEE GAME PAGE 15

